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This research focuses on developing a methodology to assess the reliability of tidal stream or ocean current
energy generation converters for the assessment of most reliable architecture
Introduction: More than 50 Tidal Stream Device (TSD) designs have been identified around the world. Most
are at the conceptual design phase. In the absence of in-service reliability data it is currently impossible for
developers or investors to critically evaluate the prospective reliability of different technologies. An
established system-reliability methodology is proposed as the basis for the evaluation of different systems
design approaches in order to determine which design has potentially the most reliable architecture.
Case Studies: 4 horizontal axis turbine, 1.2 MW nominal rated Devices were chosen for reliability &
technology comparison. These Devices are examined to find a generalized reliability approach.
Method: The Reliability Modelling and Predictions Analysis
using Reliability Block Diagrams (RBD) and Parts Count
Prediction technique, based on surrogate data from wind,
marine and other generic databases, was used to
quantitatively evaluate device design reliabilities.
Figure adapted from [1]: Types of horizontal axis tidal stream devices.

Results , Discussion, Conclusion
A Functional Block Diagram (FBD) shows that TSD incorporate
complex systems which require advanced methods of reliability
modelling for analysis. However,
during
the
concept
of
exploration phase the system can be analysed as a series
model in RBD.

Surrogate failure rates data collected from wind , MIL-HDBK 217F
and NPRD -5 databases have been adjusted most closely to ‘tidal
environment’’. The Annual Failure Rates ∑λ for total power
production and Reliability Survivor Function R(t) have been
calculated based on Alternative 1: highest collected surrogate
failure rate data; Alternative 2: surrogate data adjusted by
considering environmental factors of MIL-HDBK217F for
electronic/electrical components.

At this preliminary stage, failure
rates are relatively high and
survivor functions low compared
to the availability of offshore wind
turbines.
These calculations have been
done on the basis of one year’s
operation as a non-repairable
system, with no maintenance.
However, a six month maintains
interval improves device reliability.

Results show that the Reliability Modelling & Prediction Analysis with adjusted surrogate failure data
(wind, OREDA , MIL-HDBK217F and NPRD-95) adjusted for the tidal environment is an appropriate
methodology for quantitatively evaluating the reliability of competing TSD designs. However, due
to novelty of TSD technology and of the use of the Parts Count Reliability Prediction Technique for
this analysis, the calculated reliability characteristics probably present lower reliability estimates
compared to prospective operating reliability results. Reliability simulation will be required when
detail design and stress data become available.
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